IAGOD & CERCAMS Publications
ORDER FORM (2012)

Price of publications listed below includes shipping and packaging; upon request express delivery at additional charge

CERCAMS Newsletters (Posters, Proceedings & Workshop presentations in PPT or PDF)

- CERCAMS Alteration Systematics Posters. The CD holds a series of posters (designed for A0 size) in pdf format: VMS Deposits / Fe Oxide Deposits / Porphyry Cu I / Porphyry Cu II
- #1 (2002), CERCAMS-I (Launch workshop), NHM London: 30-31 May 2002
- #3 (2003), CERCAMS-III (Mongolia Exploration workshop), NHM London, 19-20 May 2003
- #4 (2004), CERCAMS-IV (Central Asia workshop of GMRAP), Almaty: 4-6 April 2004
- #10 (2007), CERCAMS-X (Geodynamics and Metallgeny of Siberia), London: 11 October 2007
- #11 (2008), CERCAMS-XI (Metallgeny of the Tethysides: Balkans to Turkey), London: 28 April 2008
- #12 (2008), CERCAMS-XII (Metallgeny of Central Asia: Kazakhstan to Xinjiang), London: 25-26 Nov 2008
- #13 (2009), CERCAMS-XIII (Copper in Central Eurasia and Russia/ GSA session), Portland: 21 Oct 2009
- #16 (2012), CERCAMS-XVI (Jackpot at 290 Ma - Selected MD in the CAOB), PDAC Toronto: 5 March 2012

Price per CD £50.- GBP Sterling (add 20% VAT where applicable) No. of Copies: ____ £_____GBP Sterling

Geological ATLAS Publications distributed by CERCAMS

Fedorenko & Miletenko (2002) Atlas of lithology-paleogeographical, structural, palinspastic and geoenvironmental maps of Central Eurasia (hardcopy); Digital: ArcView 3.1 @ £1600.- (+ 20% VAT where applicable)

- GBP £200.- corporate
- GBP £150.- academic

No. of Copies: ____ £_____GBP Sterling


- GBP £100.-

No. of Copies: ____ £_____GBP Sterling

=================================================================================

Publications released by Russian-French Metallogenic Laboratory


- GBP £20.-(add 20% VAT where applicable)

No. of Copies: ____ £_____GBP Sterling


- GBP £40.-

No. of Copies: ____ £_____GBP Sterling


- GBP £50.- (add 20% VAT where applicable)

No. of Copies: ____ £_____GBP Sterling


- GBP £50.- (add 20% VAT where applicable)

No. of Copies: ____ £_____GBP Sterling
Licensed distribution of IAGOD publications & CERCAMS publications

IAGOD Guidebook Series:

- Au, Ag and Cu Deposits of Uzbekistan (Shayakubov et al., 1999); CD-ROM only
  Price £30  No. of Copies: _______

- Granitoids and Related Ore Deposits of the Urals (Seltmann et al., 2000)
  Price £30  No. of Copies: _______

- Paleozoic Geodynamics and Gold Deposits in the Kyrgyz Tien Shan (Seltmann & Jencharieva, 2001)
  Price £40  No. of Copies: _______

- Tectonic Evolution and Metallogeny of the Chinese Altay and Tianshan (Mao et al., 2003)
  Price £50  No. of Copies: _______

- Metallogeny of the Pacific Northwest, Russian Far East (Khanchuk et al., 2004)
  Price £50  No. of Copies: _______

- Gold-Silver-Telluride Deposits, South Apuseni Mts., Romania (Cook & Ciobanu, 2004)
  Price £50  No. of Copies: _______

- Geodynamics and Metallogeny of Mongolia (Seltmann et al., 2005)
  Price £50  No. of Copies: _______

- Magmatism and Metallogeny of the Altai (Seltmann et al., 2007)
  Price £50  No. of Copies: _______

- Geology, Radiological Age and Metallogeny of Greenstone Complexes in the Ukrainian Shield (Bobrov et al., 2008)
  & Mineral Investor Guidebook - Eastern Ukrainian Shield (Malyuk et al., 2008); set of two guidebooks (softbound)
  & Ukrainian Carpathians and Ukrainian Shield (Bobrov et al., 2006; digital guidebook on CD-ROM)
  Price £50  No. of Copies: _______

- Metallogeny of Collisional Orogens (CD-ROM)
  Price £40  No. of Copies: _______

- Granite-related Ore Deposits of Central Kazakhstan (CD-ROM)
  Price £50  No. of Copies: _______

- Ore-Bearing Granites of Russia and Adjacent Countries
  Price £40  No. of Copies: _______

- Tectonics, Magmatism and Metallogeny of Active Continental Margins.
  Proceedings of Extended Abstracts of the IAGOD Symposium on Metallogeny of the Russian Far East
  Price £40  No. of Copies: _______

- Uranium of Mongolia
  Price £50  No. of Copies: _______  PDF Price £100 (circle)

- Large Igneous Provinces of Asia, Mantle Plumes and Metallogeny.
  RAS 2007, 225 pages (CD-ROM #1); Novosibirsk, 6-9 August 2009, Sibprint 2009, 433 pages (CD-ROM #2)
  Price £30 (two CD-ROM)  No. of Copies: _______

- Metalliferous Ore Deposits of Bolivia
  Price £70  No. of Copies: _______

Maps (digital map versions are on CD-Rom in PDF and/or Corel Draw v.9-X5):

- Map of Mineral Resources of the Kyrgyz Republic, Scale 1 : 1 000 000
  with Explanatory Notes and Deposits Catalogue (map as JPG file; 76p. notes and tables in MS Word)
  Price £40.-  (hardcopy)  No. of Copies: _______
  Price £48.-  (CD, incl. VAT 20%) No. of Copies: _______

- Metallogenic map of Kyrgyzstan, Scale 1 : 1 000 000
  Price £40.-  (hardcopy)  No. of Copies: _______
  Price £48.-  (CD, incl. VAT 20%) No. of Copies: _______

- Mineral Deposits map of Central Asia, Scale 1 : 1 500 000, and
  Explanatory Notes of AV/MapInfo/ArcGIS GIS package “Mineral Deposits of Central Asia”
  Price £100.-  (hardcopy)  No. of Copies: _______
  Price £120.-  (CD, incl. VAT 20%) No. of Copies: _______

- Mineral deposits map of the Urals, Scale 1 : 1 000 000, and Explanatory Notes
  Price £100.-  (hardcopy)  No. of Copies: _______
  Price £120.-  (CD, incl. VAT 20%) No. of Copies: _______

Further information on prices, terms and licensing conditions available from CERCAMS cercams@nhm.ac.uk
PAYMENT FORM

Name (as appears on card; Visa, MasterCard accepted only): __________________________________________

Tel.: ___________________ Fax: ___________________ Mobile: ___________________

Card Number ____________________________  Issue # (3-digit security code): ____________

Valid From: ___________________________________________________________________________

Expiration Date: ________________________

Billing Address: ________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Delivery Address (if different): _______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Country: _______________________________________________________________________________

Please authorise The Natural History Museum to charge the gross amount of £ ______ GBP Sterling for the listed product/s.

Signed: _______________________________  Date: _______________________________

To receive the book, copies of this completed form (and in case of payment by cheque, also a copy of the bank draft) must be sent to:

Dr. R. Seltmann, CERCAMS, Dept. Mineralogy, Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD, UK,
Phone: +44 207 942 5042,  Fax: +44 207 942 6012,  E-mail: r.seltmann@nhm.ac.uk